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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:          
 

Local Artist Community Reflects on 2020 at Angels Gate Cultural Center 

re-adaptations: re-envisioning art and connection  
Opens Virtually, April 22nd, 2021 

 
San Pedro, CA - Angels Gate Cultural Center is pleased to present a new art exhibition, re-adaptations: 
re-envisioning art and connection by Angels Gate Studio Artists opening virtually Thursday, April 22nd 
2021, on view through June 12th. re-adaptations explores the necessary reinventions of our daily lives 
resulting from a shared pandemic experience. The exhibition will open with a virtual reception on 
Thursday, April 22nd from 7-8:00pm, PST. The reception is open to the public with registration 
information available at eventbrite. Gallery viewing appointments will open April 29th with information 
on how to reserve an appointment available at angelsgateart.org 
 
“re-adaptations not only shows the talent in our local artist community at Angels Gate Cultural Center, 
but also demonstrates the resilience of artists to adapt, understand, and ultimately reinvent 
themselves when faced with challenges.” -Amy Eriksen, Executive Director, Angels Gate Cultural Center 
 
The artists in re-adaptations explore the ways in which monumental events have created a seismic 
shift in how we connect – with each other, our daily routines, and inner-self. Society has had to 
reinvent itself to adapt. We have had to relearn and re-examine what’s necessary, and most 
importantly, reconnect with those relationships whose significance has only become more apparent. 
Displaying a diversity in approaches, re-adaptations includes elaborate sculptural installation to 
delicate, layered drawing in nuanced color. Representing over fifty studio artists at Angels Gate 
Cultural Center, re-adaptations features the work of Phoebe Barnum, Delora Bertsch, Lynn Doran, Beth 
Elliott, Henry Krusoe, Vanessa Madrid, Tim Maxeiner, W.S. Milner, Lowell Nickel, Michelle Seo, Nancy 
Voegeli-Curran and Ann Weber. 
 
More information about the exhibition and pending appointments can be found at angelsgateart.org. 
 
About Angels Gate Cultural Center 
Angels Gate Cultural Center (AGCC) emerged from a group of San Pedro artists in the 1970s that 
created art studios and exhibition space within the WWII era army barracks of Angels Gate Park near 
the Port of Los Angeles. Today, AGCC hosts over 50 studio artists in addition to a variety of programs to 
engage the diverse communities of the Los Angeles Harbor region, including arts education in local 
schools, community classes, cultural events, and exhibitions of contemporary art. More information 
about AGCC is available at angelsgateart.org.     
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